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FROM: ARA — Tony Motley

SUSJECT: U. S. Policy Toward Chile

ISSUE FOR DECISION

What level of political involvement is approoriate for the
U. S. in order to achieve the objective of supporting the
transition to democracy in Chile. What policy measures are
required to achieve this objective.

SACRGROUN D

During a meeting last Friday on Chile, you asked ARA to
prepare a paoer that analyzed events in that country, their
impact on US interests, and our policy options. This paper
presents the soectrum of policy actions toward Chile in the
formI of two options. The options should be seen as
representing he range of ootential U. S. responses and not as
black/white choices. A decision on what level of political
involvement the Administ. ration wishes to adopt wit. h respect to
CMIle will determine the cutoff point on the spectrum of policy
actions.

The policy-making environment t.oward Chile contains three
main external- constraints: budgetary, legal and domestic
political. Alleviation of the economic crisis is key to the
transition process, yet our financial ability to respond is
limitect. Getting at. the military is key to -getting a dialogue
s arted, ye legal restrictions on security assistance and

raining are a major impediment. We must fully expect that
Chile is going to be a major issue when the Congress resumes
and that new, specific, punit ive legislation will be
confronted. While we are proposing a deliberate, steady policy
aoproach, individual loan votes and crises in Santiago will
drive the policy and shape it. This paper accepts these
cons" raints as a fact of life and tries to focus the decision
on what is doable,

Differences of opinion exist within the Department on how
to reconcile the ne d for an adequate economic response with

j~other, established economic objectives, specifically, the
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non-politicization of Paris Club rescheduling. We will have to
develop an economic course of action consistent with the
selected political policy course. In the political sphere, all
actions noted afe judged doable.

Tab A (Political Overview) addresses the issues raised by
Ambassador Walters at the November 16 meeting and evaluates the
communist/terrorist impediment to the political transition in
Chile. IC also addresses the democracy/human rights conce'ms
of Assistant Secretary Abrams. The paper reviews how the
communist/terrorist — democracy/human rights dichotomy in Chile
can be addressed coherently by the U. S. in light of what ARA

agrees is a radically changed and deterioraCing situation.
(

An'overview of economic issues in the transition is
contained at Tab B An indicative calendar of events under
Option 1 is at Tab C.

Tab D contains the two previous policy memos which have
served as the operational basis for our approach to Chile since
July 28, 1983. These memos are contained for reference only.
Both memos laid out conCingency plans in C. he event that Che
dialogue failed and a state of siege was declared. We

admonished in our September 23 memo that before we adopt a more~
vis'ble or activist posture, the Chileans should be given a
chance to work out their own problems. We have now received
a. pie signals from both the government and the opposition that

f~

tney are noc going to be able co work this out on their own, or
in the absence of an international environment more clearly
supportive of democrat. ic change in Chile. We are now prepared
to Droceed along the lines of Chese conCrngency plans and have
amplified in this. paper the contingency measures outlined July
28 and September 23, 1983.

in determining a policy course of action, due attenCion to
should given to the cyclical na ure of Che political process
underway in Chile as well as individual events such as the
current S ate of Siege. The cyclical process Chat has been
underway for Che past 18 months is one of crisis and abaCement,
with each succeeding round more critical than Che previous. In
short after going to the brink, we should now expect pinochet
to back off with some conciliatory steps that will be amplified
by the onset of the summer lull. Each succeeding peak and
trough in the process, however, will be worse, as the
destructive forces continue to gain strength at the expense of
pro-transition forces in the governmenC and pro-negotiation
forces in the opposition. our policy, therefore, needs to
respond to both the immediate concerns of the StaCe of Siege
and che longer -term cyclical process of polit. ical deterioration .



For those not familiar with the current political line-up
in Chile, Tab E contains charts of the political and socialist
opposition.

KEy JUDGEMEMTS

l. U. S. in'terests would be best served by Pinochet's
leadership of a real and orderly transition to democracy.
However, it is increasingly evident that Pinochet is unlikely
to lead such a transic. ion. while ostensibly serving U. S.
anti-communist interests in the short run, Pinochet's
intransigence on democracy is creating instability in Chile
inimical to U. S. interests.
2. Pinochet so far enjoys the support of the military, but
this may be changing. An int. ernal coup and Pinochet's
replacement by another military officer who ~ould lead a
controlled transition seem unlikely, but if the. situation
continues to deter&orate, prnochet could be replaced. His
immediate removal might produce an undeterminable degree of
political instabili y, as might his attemot to stay in off-ice
un il 1989. In the medium t.erm, U. S. policy should prepare for
the contrngency of an attempted replacement of Pinochet by
either another military officer or a center-left government
which would be vulnerable to threats f rom the violent lef t. .
3. On internal political issues, the U. S. has very limited
leverage with -pinochet. He has long harbored concerns that the
CIA rntends to overthrow him. Indications of U. S. concern over
the current situation will heighten these fe'ars, but will be
unlikely to affect his course of action. However, Chile could
be vulnerable to U. S. positive economic inducement/pressure.

he key decisions for U. S. policymakers are whether we wish
and/or are able to substantxvely affect the situation in Chile
to bring about a real transition to democracy or whether we
admit to a lack of influence on this issue and only seek the
public perception of such a policy. Ne must also take into
account. legal constraints on our freedom of action.
5. Whatever course of action is decided upon should carefully .

consider that the failure of pro-transition forces in the GOC,
both military and civilian, and pro-negotiation forces in the
opposition, to reach an understanding during the past 14
months, has created conditions favorable to the apparent
attempt by the pCCH to launch an armed, Tupumaros or
Nonteneros-type insurgency in Chile. Continued delay in
reaching such an agreement will encourage the PCCH in its
policy of violent opposition to Pinochet.
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6. Democratic forces of the center and center-right capable of
shutting out the PCCH through traditional political means (such
as in the cases of the Spanish and Portugese transitions) are
receiving inadequate external support, while those willing to
collaborate with the PCCH are being generously funded, largely
by European sources.

7. U. S. interests over the medium term would be better served : 7
by an economic recovery program that goes beyond the current
IMP stabilization program.

US POLICY OPTICS

Whatever courzd" o'f action is determined, the U. S. must
make clear to Pinochet and to the opposition the rules of the
game. If we embark on a serious policy, Pinochet must
recognize thaC we are serious and Chat this is not the Carter
Administration. Pinochet has weathered 11 years of policy
changes, he knows a bluff. In many respects, with him, at
least, it is all or nothing. with this caveat, the spectrum of
possible policy responses is characterized as follows:

Option 1: Construe i ve aporoach. High to medium level of
political involvemenC backed by active diolomatic initiatives.
Priority is Co positively influence the Cransition to
democracy. Policy actions rn support of the level of
involvement coula include: a series of steps (outlined in Tab
C) built around the Pope and cooperation wiCh European allies
specifically aimed at bringrng abouC negotiations beCween Che
military 7unta and moderate democratic forces.

Option 2:. ?esponsive approach. Medium to low level of
involvement. Emphasis is on damage limitation as the situation
deteriorates. Policy responses in support of the level of
rnvolveiient could include: as specif ic events occur, taking a
step-by-step approach to distancing che U. S. progressively from
Prnochet, accepting a oeriod of bilateral strai n with the GOO
and allowing che strain to be interpret. ed publicly as
deliberate Administration policy. Rely on press statement. s,
high-level visits and symbolism to respond to events in the
transi ion process. Avoid actions that would seriously affecC
our relations with groups key to the long term Cransition
process and/or compromise our other interests in Chile.
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Option 1 has the following components: an extended
diplomatic init. iative built around a February 1 Papal visit to
Chile; coordination with European Allies and establishment of a
Chile Working Group; leveraging the debt issue to use it as an

d «/c « t « «e pc «*« « th J t
consider changes in our IFI voting policies, in accordance with ().
appropriate statutory requirements; initiation of a third-party
sponsored 'hothouse conference' of the cont, ending parties to
force a resolution of the key issues; and careful management
through press commentary and briefings of the
Washington/Congress/press angle.

An indicative calendar of actions that could be
implemented undec Option One is contained at Tab C. The
private diolomatic initiative and coordination with the
Furopeans would have two purposes. First, the Christian
Democrats and Social Democrats have access to the Chilean
opposition that we do not. Second, some of the Europeans'
instincts need to be channeled into more pcoductive endeavors.
French willingness to deal with Qadhafi but not Pinochet cleaves

cold.

'he oublic diplomacy aspects of this option would be directe
ecually at both p). nochet and the opposition.

DISCUSS IQH OF' OPTION 2:

Quc primacy asset with botn the opposition and the GOC is
svmbolism. If the USG determines that. it can react to, but not
s).gnif). cantly influence events in Chile, it could perceptually
distance the Administration from Pinochet. Picking up from the
mad-range of the spectrum and working down, such steps would
include visits to chile by Ambassador Walters for the purpose
of consulting with Pinochet and Assistant Secretary Abrams for
t.he purpose of assessing the human rights sit. uation. We could
organize a meaningful CODEL of canking Senatocs and
Representatives whom we ~ould ask to assess the risk to U. S.
interests in Chile. When Congress resumes, we could pcepace
strong Congressional testimony critical of the situation in
Chile, but try to avoid a change in the U. S. vote in theIFI's. However, to mix signals and lay the groundwork with
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Congress, the U. S. would change its po'sition from against to 7
abstain on the November 28 UN vote on the Special Rapporteur
and Chile human rights issue in the UN . We would then i

follow-up by' a strong report to Congress on the Human Rights
situation in Chile. At the same time, we would continue low
level military visits and UN ITAS exercises. As the process of
windinq down continues, if there is a government-opposition
confrontation, the U. S. would call the Ambassador back on
consultations. Rather than a formal diplomatic initiative with
NATO allies, we could limit ourselves to an exchange of
information.

STRENGTHEN ING U. S. RESOURCES

Regardless of where on the policy spectrum we come out,
the Deoartment should take two immediate steps to strengthen
U. S. reporting and analysis at Embassy Santiago and to improve
our contacts with the chilean military. As part of the
Letelier/Moffitt sanctions, Embassy Santiago was required to
reduce overall Embassy staffing as a sign of our displeasure.
While the move totally nonplussed Pinochet, we are continuing

o suffer from inadequate personnel resources. The crisis that
is now upon us makes it essential t.hat t.his s ituat. ion be
corrected, and that the Embassy- be qiven the resources to deal
with the evolving political situation.

RECOMMEN DATION

That you approve Option 1: i onstruct ive approach. High to
medium level. of political involvement backed by active
diploma ic initiatives. priority is to positively influence
the transition to democracy. Policy actions in support of the
level of involvement could include: a series of steps
(outlined in Tab C) built around the Pope and cooperation with
European allies specifically aimed at bringinq about
negotiations be ween the junta and moderate democratic forces.

Aporove Disapprove
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Alternatively, that you approve Option 2: Responsive
approach. Medium to low level of involvement. Emphasis is on
damage limitation. policy responses in support of the level of
involvement could include, as specific events occur, taking a
step-by-step approach to distancing the U. ST progressively from
Pinochet, accepting a period of bilateral strain with the GOC
and allowing the strain to be interpreted publicly as
deliberate Administration policy. Rely on press statements,
high-level visits and symbolism to respond to events in the
transition process. Avoid the risk of permanent damage to our
relations with key groups and to other US interests in Chile.

Aoprove Disapprove

Drafted:ARA/SC:DBDlouhy
(0561M) 632-2575

Cleared: ARA/SC: RBMorley
ARA/SC:DWCox
ARA:Lkilday
ARA:Hi&opp (in draft)
P:MArmacost/MRanneberger (in draft).
=-:WAWallis/EB/OMA:LLPeters (in draft)

~ HA:EAbrams/GMatthews (in draft)
S/P:PPodman/RBrarbanti ( in draft)
S/AL: vWalters/ (memo)
lMR:HMontgomery/PMcNeil (in draft)


